
Vincent Costanza III, of All Scrap Metals, llc. begins his working career well before finishing high 

school, enthusiastically working for his father Vincent Costanza Jr. in his construction company. The 

patriarch, engaged in construction business, a former professional chemist, he had recycling in his heart. 

Retrospectively evident by a local TV news editorial done in the early 1960’s, where he spoke of 

recycling waste materials, also a philosophy embedded in his children. After some college Vincent III 

went to work for Sub Sea International as a RTV pilot and technician. The 3 years with Sub Sea provided 

experience working as a US Navy subcontractor including much travel and experience in the offshore oil 

field. It was however meant to be that this family would all work together and Vincent Costanza III 

returned to a growing business that was already set to morph, with construction, demolition, and other 

ventures. 

 Vincent Costanza III held Louisiana State licenses in general construction, electrical, roads and 

bridges, municipal Infrastructure, and others applied on many projects. Demolition created the natural 

spin offs to include concrete, wood, tire, and metal recycling. Metal recycling at a point paid  the bills 

more than any other part of the business and eventually the Costanza’s accepted that metal recycling is 

where this evolving family business would concentrate its focus. At 39 years old Vincent Costanza III 

decided to go back to UNO, interested in benefitting the family effort, studies including computer 

science, accounting and even a course in family businesses. Vincent III helps continue, along with his 

family, the legacy, insuring All Scrap Metals remains at the core, a family business that concentrates on 

being a healthy, comfortable, profit sharing, place to work, including all its 37 families, as well as being a 

positive part our of local community, economy and environment. 


